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We got mixed reactions from the material we were provided by the Tibetan miners. We confirmed
that some of the material represented as being from Tibet offered a light orange to LW and dull red
to SW as stated by the GAAJ in the GIA report. Which of course means that unless the diffusion
process itself instills some sort of UV reaction, that this material presented to us as being from Tibet
could not have come from this claimed Mongolian mine. But we also found another reaction that was
unlike anything reported for either Tibet or Mongolia. We found some of the supposed Tibetan
andesine was inert to LW with a faint red to SW....just like the Mexican material.

Next, we pulled out our Beijing 2008 Olympic Andesine specimens from Direct Shopping Network
and ran them through the same UV tests. The reactions were mixed. As you see below, the early DSN
specimens we tested are on the ends of the image below and are inert to LW and have a faint red to
SW. The specimens in the middle test as the supposed Tibet material. The outer two stones are inert
to LW and faint red to SW, just like the known Mexican material. The center three Olympic stones
test different than the outer two.
Long Wave Below

Short Wave Below
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The ISG stands by our original statement that we have Chinese andesine, tested in the ISG office,
that offers the same gemological test results as the Mexican feldspar. Whether or not it is actually
from Mexico is a matter that will most likely be settled in court. But considering that DSN has sold
this diffusion treated andesine without disclosure as required by the Federal Trade Commission, who
really cares where it is originally from anyway?
We will not move from our position on our test results, and we will offer no settlement to DSN
regarding their lawsuit.
DSN has demanded a trial by jury; the ISG is prepared to give them what they demand.
Robert James FGA, GG
President, International School of Gemology
With Apologies: During the course of photography of many images in this edition the office next to
ours was under construction. This caused a constant down flow and swirling around of tiny ceiling
material flakes on our specimens that glowed in UV. These did not impact the testing, but they sure
were irritating to try to clean. We obviously did not and could not get them all.
Send us your thoughts, suggestions, and responses to:
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©2009 International School of Gemology . ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
All images are taken using the ISG Student Reference Collection of gemstones in the ISG
office. We do urge and support sharing of this information in its entirety, with copyright
notices intact, to others who are interested in the study of gemology. Jeweler’s Associations are
welcome to distribute to your members.
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